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Abstract: In analogy to the periodic system that groups elements by their similarity in structure and chemical properties,
the hazard of chemicals can be assessed in groups having similar structures and similar toxicological properties. Here we
review case studies of chemical grouping strategies that supported the assessment of hazard, exposure, and risk to human
health. By the EU-REACH and the US-TSCA New Chemicals Program, structural similarity is commonly used as the
basis for grouping, but that criterion is not always adequate and sufficient. Based on the lessons learned, we derive ten
principles for grouping, including: transparency of the purpose, criteria, and boundaries of the group; adequacy of
methods used to justify the group; and inclusion or exclusion of substances in the group by toxicological properties.
These principles apply to initial grouping to prioritize further actions as well as to definitive grouping to generate data
for risk assessment. Both can expedite effective risk management.

1. Introduction

The concept of grouping enables predictions of features
common to all members of this group, based on their
similarity or other features used as grouping criteria. The
term “grouping” describes the system for, or a process of,
classifying objects (or living beings) with common features
into groups. Grouping can serve various purposes depending
on the common aspects to be predicted. Chemical sub-
stances can be grouped for similar physical or chemical
properties (Figure 1), similar use, or similar toxicity (Fig-
ure 2). The purpose will determine the grouping criteria and
the required similarity. The motivation of this review is the
increasing but diverging use of grouping to efficiently assess
hazards of chemical substances under the EU’s registration,
evaluation, authorization, and restriction (REACH) legisla-
tion and in the “generic approach to risk management”
(GARM). The European Chemicals Strategy for Sustain-
ability (CSS) proposes to extend the scope of GARM. The
present Review is also intended to touch upon relevant
regulatory topics via the perspective that grouping is at the
very core of the chemical discipline: the periodic system of
elements, which structures all elements in groups, and many
of the principles of grouping can be introduced using this

example. Dmitrij Ivanovič Mendeleev famously recognized
the similarity of elements: “I wish to establish some sort of
system not guided by chance but by some sort of definite
and exact principle.” [1]

To define a group, a fit for purpose hypothesis is needed
along with the justification why this is the case based on
available data and which can be refined by additional data.
The similarity and systematic scaling of chemical properties
found in the periodic table would constitute the “grouping
hypothesis” (Figure 4), the experimental work by Robert
Bunsen, Stanislao Cannizzaro, and many more provided the
“justification”. The successful predictions made by Mende-
leev were largely based on atomic weight and the behavior
of the elements in chemical reactions. These properties were
only later rationalized by the occupancy of electron orbitals
and later explained by quantum theory—“the justification”.
The periodic system (Figure 1) displays descriptors for each
element, such as electronegativity, which have proven to be
useful to predict the behavior of the element in a complex
chemical reaction. In the terminology of grouping concepts,
the electron configuration would be considered to be an
“intrinsic property” but the redox behavior an “extrinsic
property”, because this property also depends on the
reaction partner.

In toxicology, grouping describes the process of cluster-
ing substances with toxicological properties that are likely to
be similar or to follow a regular pattern as a result of
structural similarity into a “group” or “category”.[2] Accord-
ing to the current regulatory practice in Europe (in
particular within the EU under the REACH legislation), but
also in the U.S. under the TSCA New Chemicals Program,[3]

structural similarity is a prerequisite for grouping, but in
general, any relevant descriptor, property, or behavior of a
chemical substance can serve as a criterion to group for
common toxicity (e.g. reactivity of alkylchloroformates, see
Table 1). The commonly shared toxicity can be a single toxic
effect or multiple toxic effects which are qualitatively
(demonstrating similar attributes and/or effects) and/or
quantitatively (measuring the magnitude of these attributes
or effects) similar.[4] Regulatory principles identify groups of
substances expected to have similar toxic effects. This is
analogous to how Mendeleev grouped elements in the
periodic system. These defined groups are used to fulfil
toxicological data requirements and assessments of those
chemical substances in the group for which insufficient data
is available.
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Acquiring toxicological information on every chemical
substance is resource-intensive, can involve undue animal
testing, and may indeed not be necessary. Substances that
are similar with respect to functional groups, or common
breakdown products, or other characteristics (Figure 2), will
most likely cause similar toxicity. Consequently, grouping is
a prominent tool for chemical risk assessment, and it was
used long before modern chemical regulations were imple-
mented. The decisive questions have always been the same:
What defines similarity and how similar is similar enough?

Even if grouping is less demanding than experimental
assessment of individual substances, it still requires informa-
tion on the intended use, good knowledge of the intrinsic
and extrinsic substance properties and their relevance to the

predicted hazard, and knowledge of the limitations of the
test methods providing the data to justify grouping (Fig-
ure 2). Over the years some pitfalls have been encountered,
especially when the selected similarity criteria was not
sufficient to predict the toxicity endpoint; notably a basic
structural similarity alone was not always sufficient. Dissim-
ilarity of biological, including toxicological, effects despite
structural similarity is allegorically called an “activity cliff”.[5]

Examples are stereoselective biological effects,[6] e.g. the two
positional isomers of acetylaminofluorene, where the 2-
isomer was found to be a genotoxic carcinogen while the 4-
isomer was not,[7] or n-hexane causing neurotoxicity, in
contrast to the higher or lower homologues.[8]
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Figure 1. Periodic system of elements. a) As published by Mendeleev in 1871[1]—with predictions of up till then unknown elements by grouping and
extrapolation, and b) current version.
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Depending on the purpose of grouping, i.e., which
behavior is relevant, one substance can belong to different
groups. This entails that different similarity criteria or
thresholds may be relevant for the assessment of that
specific group. The purpose of grouping may consist in the
prediction of the hazard in one toxicological endpoint or in
several endpoints, or it may regard the exposure in the
intended or unintended uses. In analogy, all materials with
zero band gap—especially metals—are conductors of elec-
trons, although the numerical values of conductivity differ

100-fold between manganese and silver. The separate groups
of semiconductors and insulators have values that are at
least 106-fold lower. Yet, for the selection of an appropriate
material for a certain purpose, conductivity may be less
relevant than other properties, such as magnetism (e.g.
computer storage devices) or ductility (e.g. metal-forming
processes), and hence diverse groups and grouping criteria
must be considered for the intended purpose.

Chemical regulations aim to ensure effective protection
of human health and the environment. To this aim, under-

Figure 2. Generic introduction to properties and interactions of substances leading to toxicity. Grouping is using criteria describing the chemical
substances in question to define a group with one or more common features, leading to common toxicity endpoints. In this example, the chemical
structure, an intrinsic property, is used to define a group with a common toxicity endpoint, e.g. liver tumors. The link between chemical structure
and toxicity endpoint is, however, a process progressing from extrinsic properties (e.g. lipophilicity, logKow) over exposure to the resulting
molecular interaction with critical constituents of the human body, e.g. receptor binding. This can cause early biological responses, e.g. altered
protein expression. This can progress to adverse outcomes, toxicity endpoints, e.g. liver tumors. This scheme represents an adverse outcome
pathway (AOP). Any step (for AOP termed key event, KE) of this scheme can be used as grouping criterion, not only intrinsic properties, but also
extrinsic properties, exposure, interactions with constituents of the body, early biological responses, and adverse outcomes. Applicable regulations
and guidances select only some of these criteria, as demonstrated in Sections 2 and 3. In a scientific perspective, any of the steps can be the
common feature to be predicted by the grouping. Grouping will be more reliable if the link between the grouping criteria and the targeted common
feature is tight; this will often be the case if these are nearby in this scheme (e.g. early biological response and toxic endpoint) and if the
penetrance of the criterion towards the common feature is high (e.g. little regulation and few intermediate key events). Usually already or readily
available properties are used as criteria for grouping; there may, however, be a trade-off with availability and relevance of the grouping criteria. The
grouping can be limited to qualitatively predict toxicity or include quantitative measures (e.g. receptor affinity or potency of the toxic effect by a
chemical substance, cf. ref. [151]).

Table 1: Grouping according to OECD: Examples of similarities presented in the years 2002 to 2010, adapted from “Grouping of Chemicals:
Chemical Categories and Read-Across—OECD”. Further examples that helped to shape the REACH Guidance on Chemical Categories and Read
Across, including inorganic metal compounds, polyols, and petroleum substances, were compiled by Worth and Patlewicz in 2007.[26]

Similarity Common part of the molecule Variable part of
the molecule

Common physical-chemical properties, mode
of action or precursors or breakdown prod-
ucts

Examples of substance groups

Benzyl derivative group of 10 substan-
ces

benzene ring bonded directly to
an oxygenated functional group

aldehydes and
carboxylic esters

readily hydrolyzed or readily oxidized to
benzoic acid

Mononitroanilines nitro, amino isomeric forms methemoglobin formation
Ethylene glycol group of 5 substances two terminal hydroxyl groups number of oxy-

acetylene units
differ by increasing molecular weight

Long chain alcohol group of 30 sub-
stances (C6–C22 primary aliphatic alco-
hols)

primary hydroxyl alkyl chain
lengths

oxidation to aldehyde and carboxyl acid

Alkyl amine oxide group of 15 substan-
ces

amine oxide alkyl chain
lengths and
branching

surfactants with a polar “head” and inert,
hydrophobic “tail”

Alkylchloroformate group of 30 sub-
stances

chloroformate alkyl chain
lengths

reactivity
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standing the relevant behavior, the interaction of the
substance in biological compartments (Figure 2, Figure 3), is
key. This requires toxicological information to facilitate risk
assessments to identify and risk management to reduce risks
to the level that the society is ready to accept. A hazard
describes a substance’s potential to cause harm. Toxicolog-
ical information describes the type of potential harm
(“endpoints”, e.g. skin irritation, specific organ toxicity, or
cancer) and the dose–response relationship (potency). A
vulnerable individual will only be harmed by a substance if
exposed to sufficient quantities of this substance
(exposure).[9] Risk describes the probability of this to
happen, taking hazard and exposure into account. In
established risk assessment, both hazard and exposure are
each assessed prior to risk management measures being
recommended and/or ultimately restricting the use of
substances in specific exposure scenarios or banning them
altogether. Moreover, care needs to be taken, that the data
being used to predict the outcomes is sufficiently robust for
the endpoint being assessed. The outcome of such grouping
is used for regulatory decisions to protect the health of
humans and the environment—our most valuable assets. In
the following sections, we discuss critically the scientific
lessons learned from toxicological grouping approaches that
were relevant to different global regulations, without the
aim of reviewing all global grouping regulations. We include
the most recent approaches and describe how future group-
ings and assessments of toxicity could be conducted based
on these learnings. We will then conclude with the key
components that make grouping for CSS an efficient,
effective, and acceptable tool in the safe use of chemicals.

2. Grouping for Generation of Hazard Information

2.1. Classical Examples

Toxic effects of groups of substances were recognized early
on and have been used for risk management of these groups
of substances for years (Table 1). This includes substances of
natural origin such as pyrrolizidine alkaloids (a group of
more than 600 substances which are produced by plants and
therefore found in food) and aflatoxins (a group of more
than 20 difurocoumarine substances which are produced by
filamentous fungi of the Aspergillus genus—a common
mold) with many, but not all being toxic and/or carcinogenic
to the liver,[10] and fibrous silicate minerals (“asbestos”), as
well as anthropogenic substances whether accidentally or
intentionally produced, such as polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbons (PAHs) or halogenated dibenzofurans and -pyrenes
(often just termed “dioxins”). A short summary of these
examples highlights the different basis, methods, and aims
(or purposes) of groupings (Figure 3).

“The evil effects of asbestos dust” were recognized in
1898 by the factory inspector Lucy Deane.[11] In 1984, the
World Health Organization (WHO) grouped asbestos and
other fibers by common properties of physical structure
(fixed cutoffs of more than 5 μm in length, less than 3 μm in
width, and an aspect ratio above 3 :1) and of chemical
interaction in the biological system (biopersistence, without
clear cutoff) to identify the “WHO fibers” for which the
hazard assessment can be performed jointly.[12] In the EU,
“the manufacture, placing on the market and use of these
fibres and of articles and mixtures containing these fibres
added intentionally is prohibited.”[13] Interestingly, the
scientific formulation of the “fiber paradigm”, was later
refined to remove subgroups of fibers from the ban, by
identifying threshold behaviors in biopersistence, which
were also measurable in screening techniques, thereby

Figure 3. Terminology of grouping concepts. According to the OECD: “A chemical category is a group of chemicals whose physicochemical and
human health and/or ecotoxicological properties and/or environmental fate properties are likely to be similar or follow a regular pattern, usually as
a result of structural similarity.” As evaluations are based on the intrinsic and inherent properties of the substance, these approaches therefore
allow primarily hazard-based assessments, but also exposure or risk can be the aims of the grouping. Both exposure and hazard need to be given
to constitute a risk, but hazard is inherent to the chemical structure, whereas exposure depends on the actual use of the chemical.
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helping to guide the design of alternatives to them.[14] Most
recently, it was recognized that the tendency to form fibrils
upon release of dusts requires addition of fibers to the group
of hazardous fibers.[15] At the same time, the regulatorily
approved criterion of mechanical rigidity led to removal of
other fibers from the group, because “low diameter
MWCNT (<30 nm) are not subject to the proposed
classification, as it is assumed that due to a more tangled
morphology, the fibre pathogenicity paradigm does not
apply”.[15,16] The example highlights the science-based refine-
ment from a one-sided criterion (threshold) to a two-sided
criterion with an upper and lower range of a property
required for group members.

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, PAHs, were first
recognized as carcinogenic by Sir Percival Pott in the 18th

century.[17] At that time, they were only known as constitu-
ents of soot and pitch, and were later identified as a group
of chemicals having fused aromatic rings.[18] PAHs are
carcinogenic[10c] when metabolic activation leads to the
formation of DNA-binding and hence mutagenic
epoxides.[19] The carcinogenic potency of a PAH is linked to
these properties, i.e. the propensity to be metabolized to
reactive epoxides and to form mutagenic DNA adducts, and
PAHs are grouped for their carcinogenic potential using the
formation of genotoxic metabolites as a grouping criterion.
This does not mean other mechanisms of genotoxicity other
than epoxide formation (e.g. the formation of benzylic
sulfates,[20]) or other mechanisms of carcinogenicity (recep-
tor-mediated, see below) do not exist, but other grouping
criteria may then be necessary.

Halogenated biphenyls [i.e. polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs)] were recognized as toxic after ingestion of contami-
nated rice oil in the 1960s [ (Yusho) literally “oil
symptoms” [21]]. PCBs were synthesized for their chemical
stability and high dielectric constant and were used in
various applications such as transformer oils and in heating
systems. Leaks led to contamination. Halogenated dibenzo-
furans and -pyrenes (i.e. chlorinated dibenzodioxins,
PCDDs) are byproducts of intentionally produced substan-
ces, such as halogenated biphenyls and phenoxy acid
herbicides [e.g. the herbicide Agent Orange was contami-
nated with 2 ppm of 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin
(TCDD) leading to various adverse health effects].[22] 209
PCBs and 75 PCDDs form groups of congeners. Some of
these halogenated substances are carcinogenic through
activation of the aromatic hydrocarbon receptor (AhR)
which mediates transcriptional responses.[23] The ability to
bind to and activate the AhR is therefore used to define the
group consisting of subgroups of halogenated biphenyls,
halogenated dibenzofurans and -pyrene congeners exhibit-
ing this biochemical ability. The affinity to the AhR is also
used to rank potency of different substances within this
group or within mixtures, to define toxic equivalency
(TEQ[24]). The numerical toxic equivalency factor (TEF) is
the ratio of the toxicity of one of the compounds in this
category to the toxicity of the two most toxic compounds in
the category, represented here by the most potent substance,
TCDD.[25]

TEQs are an example of a grouping criterion via a
common mode of action. TEFs are used to quantify the
effect and rank substances from a group based on the mode
of action. Substances can also be excluded from groups
based on properties different from the grouping criterion:
Azo dyes can be enzymatically reduced to release aromatic
amines which are carcinogenic as they form electrophilic,
DNA-binding metabolites after metabolic activation of the
amino moiety. This would form the group of carcinogenic
Azo dyes. A way to avoid this is to ensure that all aromatic
amine metabolites are water soluble, e.g. by sulfonic acid
moieties at the aromatic rings on both sides of the diazenyl
group; this will increase clearance of the metabolites from
the body. Azorubine (disodium 4-hydroxy-3-[(E)-(4-sulfona-
to-1-naphthyl)diazenyl]naphthalin-1-sulfonat) is such a sul-
fonated azo dye which has not shown evidence of mutage-
nicity or carcinogenicity and is authorized for use in certain
foods (E 122, FD&C Red No. 10). The constituent 2-
naphthylamine, without the sulfonic acid moiety, is, how-
ever, a known human bladder carcinogen.

Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) and bi-
sphenols, e.g. Bisphenol A (BPA), have long been the focus
of regulatory interest to better protect both the environment
and human health. Perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl sub-
stances are a class of synthetic chemicals that have been
used for decades. Due to their stability, PFAS were or are
widely used in different industrial and consumer applica-
tions, e.g. textile impregnation, construction, electronics,
Teflon, firefighting foams, and materials used in aerospace
applications.[27] Sometimes referred to as “forever chem-
icals”, the moniker is derived from the ability of PFAS to
persist in the environment for years or even decades and
accumulate in organisms (bioaccumulation). Initially PFAS
were considered inert in terms of adverse health effects, but
evidence has increased over the years that kidney and liver
toxicity, reproductive and developmental endpoints, and
alteration of thyroid hormone synthesis and signalling may
be an issue; 45 PFAS had evidence across animal and
epidemiology data streams.[28] The OECD has identified
more than four thousand PFAS[29] that share a common
structural feature, a perfluorinated methyl or methylene
group. This number has increased dramatically depending
on how PFAs are defined and/or categorized, and over
12000 are now listed in the EPA CompTox Chemicals
Dashboard.[30] The OECD proposed a grouping approach
(termed “PFAS categorization”) in 2018. Since then, more
grouping schemes to devise regulatory restrictions have
been introduced.[31] Instead of deriving similarity from one
source chemical, most PFAS approaches use structural
descriptors to build up categories and subcategories, delim-
ited by chain length as non-polymers, short-chain or long-
chain polymers, or by chemical structures such as perfluor-
oalkyl acids (PFAAs), perfluoroalklyl carboxylic acids
(PFCAs), perfluorooctane sulfonates (PFOS) etc. The Royal
Society of Chemistry (RSC, UK) has argued that group-
based risk assessment prevents regrettable substitution, and
proposed a risk-based framework based on a decision-tree
approach around PFAS use and scientific evidence of
hazard, resulting in five large groups that differentiate
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between phase-out and safe-to-use.[32] The most precau-
tionary grouping suggests phasing out all PFAS based on
their high persistence alone (the so-called “P-sufficient”
approach). The EU is currently discussing restricting PFAS
to essential uses only. The least precautionary grouping
approach advocates subgrouping PFAS.[33] The U.S. EPA
aims via the National PFAS Testing Strategy to categorize
PFAS based on similar features. Initially this will rely on
structural characteristics, but refinements will include in-
sights from data generated from in vitro high-throughput
toxicity (HTT) testing. These categories will help inform
potential candidates for further in vivo testing to support
hazard assessments.[25a,34] The RSC, EU, and EPA thus
proposed three very different approaches to risk manage-
ment via grouping and similarity, using different criteria
including exposure, structure, fate, and hazard (Figure 2).
The complexity of defining subgroups of PFAS and possible
health hazards was the focus of a publication of an expert
panel, in which it was stated that “it is inappropriate to
assume equal toxicity/potency across the diverse class of
PFAS” and that persistence alone is insufficient for grouping
for the purpose of human health risks. They also stated that
overgeneralized statements should be avoided and clear
differentiation should be made as to which specific sub-
stance or subgroup those statements pertain to; broad
definitions should only be used as a starting point.

Bisphenol A (BPA, 2,2-bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)propane
4,4’-isopropylidenediphenol) is another example of a sub-
stance that has received significant attention for many years.
BPA has been widely used in the manufacture of plastics, in
particular polycarbonate plastics, and epoxyresins since the
1960s. BPA was associated with estrogenic activity, leading
to endocrine disrupting effects early on. BPA was hence
replaced with BPS—initially thought to be a weak endocrine
disruptor (ED). Indeed, BPS did have a lower binding
capacity to endocrine receptors (ERs) but a higher affinity
to bind to other receptors thereby being an example of a
“regrettable substitution”.[35]

The groups of PAHs, halogenated biphenyls, dibenzofur-
ans and dioxins, PFAS, and asbestos fibers are used for
monitoring exposure[36] and managing risks.[37] They are also
used as criteria to design substances with similar technical
functionality but with less or no toxicity, thus catering to one
of the key ambitions of the CSS, safety (and sustainability)
by design (SSbD) concept[38] and avoiding regrettable
substitutions.[39,40]

2.2. Read-Across Principles

The most prevalent aim of toxicological grouping is to
provide toxicological data for substances which have not
been or only insufficiently tested for the specific hazard
endpoint of interest (Figure 3). Read-across and grouping,
sometimes just termed “read-across” (RAx),[26] is a widely
used technique to predict toxicological endpoints for one
substance based on information available from other similar
substances. According to the OECD, “[···] In the read-across
approach, endpoint information for one chemical (the

source chemical) is used to predict the same endpoint for
another chemical (the target chemical), which is considered
to be ”similar“ in some way (usually based on structural
similarity or on the basis of the same mode or mechanisms
of action). In principle, read-across can be used to assess
physicochemical properties, toxicity, environmental fate and
ecotoxicity. For any of these endpoints, it may be performed
in a qualitative or quantitative manner [···]”.[41] RAx has
been used by authorities such as the OECD and the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for more than
twenty years[42] and is still one of the most used methods to
fill in data gaps in REACH dossiers[43] and to reduce animal
testing.

Grouping and read-across has evolved from ad hoc
procedures to comprehensive assessments using standar-
dized tools[44] including computational methods using large
databases.[45] As a result, RAx can be an efficient approach
to hazard assessments as it is significantly less time- and
resource-consuming than generating new experimental data
for each single substance and reduces the number of animal
studies needed. RAx is intentionally endpoint specific.
Hence a substance can belong in different groups that were
formed for the purpose of RAx of different endpoints.
Groups that are formed for the RAx of multiple endpoints
conversely include fewer substances than groups specifically
formed for one toxic endpoint. Obviously, there is a trade-
off between the number of substances in a group and the
number of groups needed to address several endpoints.
Hence, some guidances advise forming specific subsets more
relevant for specific endpoints within a broader group (e.g.
Chapter 2.3.2 in ref. [46]of); this has recently been applied
to the large group of PFAS (see Section 2.1).

The key premise made in RAx is that substances with a
high structural similarity will have similar toxic effects. From
a historical perspective, RAx is conducted based on one of
two approaches, namely the analogue or category approach
(Figure 4 and Figure 5).[44d] The analogue approach refers to
grouping based on a limited number of substances and when
the target and source chemicals share a known common
mode (and/or mechanism) of action.[44d] The category
approach is based on grouping chemicals into categories
based on their physical-chemical, toxicological, and ecotox-
icological properties with the assumption that they are likely
to be similar or to follow a regular pattern with respect to
the toxicological endpoint being assessed.

Over the years, some key issues have evolved, e.g. once
again defining what similarity actually is, identifying and
reducing uncertainties, the justification of the RAx being
made as well as harmonization across legislations. Since
RAx is also based on relevant grouping criteria, these
criteria also need to be harmonized for regulatory accept-
ance.

Ball and co-workers[47] elucidated some aspects of
discordant regulatory acceptance using dipropylene glycol
methyl ether acetate (DPMA) as a case study for mamma-
lian genotoxicity, subchronic repeated dose toxicity, and
developmental toxicity. At the time, the RAx approach was
accepted under the OECD high production volume (HPV)
program but not under REACH. According to the REACH
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legislation “Application of the group concept requires that
physicochemical properties, human health effects and envi-
ronmental effects or environmental fate may be predicted
from data for reference substance(s) within the group by
interpolation to other substances in the group (read-across
approach)” indicating interpolation is favored, whereas the
OECD HPV program supported both extrapolation and
interpolation. An additional uncertainty addressed was the
level of data needed and the acceptance of data where there
was an absence of toxicity. In this respect, the questions
were raised “How much uncertainty is too much? Are there
differences in ‘acceptable uncertainty' depending on the
endpoint, or whether the read-across predicts the presence
or absence of toxicity?” This would need to be addressed to
avoid unnecessary animal testing and to increase acceptance
of the RAx with an appropriate share of higher tier animal
studies: In many cases, 10% of substances with higher tier
data might not provide enough data and 100% of substances
with higher tier data may be unnecessarily high. Indeed, a
fixed percentage of higher tier studies may not be ideal for
all groupings, rather, the demand for higher tier studies

could be adjusted to the specific need of the very grouping.
Patlewicz and co-workers addressed these issues in a broad-
er scope as a “food for thought” article.[48] They further
pointed to possibilities to improve RAx by possibly incorpo-
rating mechanistic information, adverse outcome pathways
(AOP), and integrated approaches to testing and assessment
(IATA). In a recent study, the approaches and tools used
for decision making and needs of different regulatory bodies
were elucidated.[42] Among the four agencies surveyed,
decisions were generally based on hazard assessments. The
evaluation processes were also studied and, interestingly, the
types of approaches (primarily based on read-across) and
decisions were found to vary even within one agency. This
possibly reflects an affinity to different tools (e.g. OECD
QSAR Toolbox), how routinely they are used, profiling
methodologies, etc. Furthermore, the scientific justification
by the applicant of one substance looked at was insufficient
when presenting the analogs; different starting points for
defining categories led to inconsistent results. A common
concern was also how to characterize or describe the
scientific confidence needed to make a prediction, the level

Figure 4. Category approach and analogue approach. Redrawn after ref. [49]. Note that “category approach” is a defined term resembling but not
being identical to quantitative structure activity relationships (QSARs).[42]

Figure 5. Scenarios of Read-across justifications according to the Read-across assessment framework of ECHA (RAAF), redrawn from ref. [2].
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of uncertainty that was acceptable, the completeness of
reporting needed, and variability of in vivo and/or reference
data, and access to sufficiently curated toxicological data of
high quality. One must also respect that the numerical value
of the similarity depends on the algorithm for the distance
between two chemicals in the multidimensional space that
describes them, and accordingly the limit of similarity for an
acceptable RAx must be defined for the specific distance
metric.[49]

Over the years much effort has been put into building
confidence in RAx approaches. With the application range
of computational toxicology (Section 2.3) and data sciences
constantly expanding, computational methodologies, such as
quantitative structure–activity relationships (QSARs), are
moving to the center stage with the models, underpinning
algorithms, and data bases rapidly evolving.

Frameworks and good practices are being developed and
adopted, as summarized excellently by Patlewicz and co-
workers.[42,50] QSAR is most useful and meaningful if a high
number of good-quality experimental data exist, the mecha-
nism leading to the toxic effect is well understood, and there
is a good correlation with molecular descriptors.[51] Thus
many physico-chemical properties can be well predicted by
QSAR. For human toxicology, toxic effects with less
complexity are better predicted than those with higher
complexity: results of bacterial gene mutation tests (close to
the molecular event of covalent binding of the test substance
to the DNA) or skin sensitization tests (binding of the test
substance to skin proteins). Recently, the first OECD
guideline[52] included QSAR predictions in one of two
defined approaches (DA) to combine methods to assess skin
sensitization.[53] According to ECHA, QSAR results of more
complex toxic effects, like repeated-dose specific target
organ toxicity or reproductive toxicity, should be limited to
supporting information for regulatory purposes.[51]

The OECD and others are also in the process of
evaluating New Approach Methodologies (NAMs;[54] some-
times termed non-animal methods).[55] In a recent study by
Ball and co-workers,[56] a framework for incorporating
NAMs into hazard and exposure assessments to meet the
requirements of REACH was proposed. A clear consensus
of the industry and other stakeholders involved was that the
way chemical safety assessment is done needs to change
from the system that was developed in the 1980s, and a
paradigm shift is needed—not in the least because science,
methodologies, and the understanding thereof have vastly
changed since that time.[57] In 2017, ECHA published its
Read-Across Assessment Framework (RAAF) which struc-
tures the scientific evaluation of grouping and read-across
approaches under REACH (Figure 6).[44c] Although several
frameworks and workflows are used in the regulatory
context, e.g. for grouping (described in ref. [58] and
compared in [45a]), this is probably the first guidance of its
kind published by a regulatory authority. The RAAF
provides a framework and guidance for justification of
scientific aspects of a proposed read-across case, thereby
allowing ECHA and member states to evaluate in a
consistent way. It also aims at giving registrants guidance on
reporting, improving their dossiers to satisfy the requisite

information requirements. It is structured to highlight differ-
ent scenarios each comprised of different assessment
elements addressing aspects deemed to be essential to
ascertain the validity of the RAx.[59] It is also stressed that
each RAx case is unique and that the document should be a
“living framework”. As is often the case when approaches
are more widely implemented, difficulties and issues can
become evident which need further scrutiny or guidance. As
the RAAF is also a “living framework” further knowledge
can fine-tune assessments and enhance predictions. ECHA
later published examples of how RAAF assessments can
fail.[60] Reasons can range from insufficient information and
characterization of the target and source substances, missing
read-across hypotheses, and absence of supporting data for
substantiating hypotheses to category definitions (Table 2).

Current RAx primarily focuses on mono-constituent
substances; some guidance is available for other substance
types, such as UVCBs.[44c] Research is also looking into these
substance classes. Integration of biological methodologies to
further substantiate RAx is also being used to a greater
degree to discern biological patterns.[56,61] The data taken
from e.g. NAMs, along with the expansion of in silico tools
and machine learning will further reduce uncertainty and
improve accuracy.

2.3.Big Data Approaches

The present section explores how big data approaches can
support the formulation of a grouping hypothesis and

Figure 6. Read-across according to the Read across assessment frame-
work of ECHA (RAAF).[2]

Table 2: Frequent deficiencies of Read Across (RAx) justifications as
identified by ECHA (adopted from ref. [60]).

Read Across justification Reported deficiencies

Identification source and
target substance

Insufficient characterization (iden-
tifiers, structure, composition)

Toxicological data of source
substance

Data are not reliable or cannot be
assessed regarding their reliability

Data matrix of target sub-
stances

Inconsistent data, different effects
with different substances

Formation of common me-
tabolite or break-down prod-
uct

Insufficient data, conversion in-
complete or not rapid enough, no
data on toxicity of the product

Common mechanism of
toxicity

No data on mechanism of target
substance, clearly different effects
or mechanisms
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justification of inclusion or exclusion of chemicals from a
group. Big data in toxicology may not have reached the
dimension of other areas yet, but large collections of
toxicological data have been assembled over the years by
traditional toxicological studies using laboratory animals
and by human biomonitoring data. In addition, new in vitro
methods generate high-throughput bioactivity data, together
with omics technologies, for elucidation of mechanisms and
support of safety assessment.[62]

Since 2007, when the U.S. National Research Council
published the report “Toxicity Testing in the 21st century”
(TT21C), which called for a paradigm shift from toxicity
testing from high-dose animal studies to toxicity testing by
in vitro methods, big data approaches have evolved into
important tools.[63] The intent of TT21C was to shift
toxicology testing from merely identifying safe concentration
levels towards a more mechanistic understanding of the
adverse effects on the molecular level. Identification of a
specific mode of action (MOA) constitutes a grouping
hypothesis: all chemicals that share a common mode of
action are candidates for grouping.[64] Yet, challenges are
encountered in the determination of potency, which is
needed for proper hazard and risk assessment.[65] Some
candidate group members may be excluded due to another
MOA that may be more “fit for purpose” for an endpoint.
In addition to MOAs,[66] different terminologies for the
mechanistic understanding were developed, including the
TT21C concept of toxicity pathway,[63] the OECD-driven
adverse outcome pathway (AOP),[67] and the ALTEX-driven
concept of pathway of toxicity.[68] Each concept can be
translated into a grouping hypothesis.[64,69] For reasons of
simplicity, the focus in the following will be on MOA and
the intent is not to exclude any alternative concept.

NAMs, e.g. cell-culture testing, are evolving into impor-
tant sources for data generation, but often have limited
application ranges, e.g. aqueous culture media pose chal-
lenges to the sample preparation of lipophilic or particulate
substances. When establishing a grouping hypothesis, big
data approaches from biological methodologies may need to
resort to some data generated by animal testing. In some
cases, combinations of “Omics” (e.g. transcriptomics or
metabolomics) from in vivo testing and in vitro testing are
needed to validate and establish the relevant AOPs.[70] Pair-
wise comparisons of the in vivo metabolomic profiles of
more than 500 substances demonstrated, e.g. that two
acetylaminofluorene positional isomers that are also struc-
turally very similar are quite dissimilar in the metabolomics
and consequently of low toxicological similarity.[71] In
another case, the RAx of two homologues—2-aminoethanol
and 3-aminopropanol—was supported by metabolome data
by adding confidence in mechanistic similarity.[72] The big
data approach thus supported inclusion and exclusion from
groups by biological similarity and not just structural
similarity.

For the justification aspect, the grouping hypothesis was
established using animal data, thus making use of the whole-
organism complexity, but the same molecular markers used
in any of the big data approaches were then derived from in
vitro high-throughput screening (HTS) testing to justify the

addition of a new chemical to that group.[73] However,
although HTS significantly reduces animal testing and
increases toxicological data points for assessment, it has
some limitations, which need to be considered: HTS is
technologically demanding and not widely available (yet).
This makes it difficult to generate the multidimensional
dataset needed to allow comparisons of a new chemical with
the existing databases and to ultimately justify RAx. In
addition, the lack of standardization hampers data acquis-
ition and reporting, for both in vitro and in vivo
approaches.[74] On the upside, HTS can reliably be used to
assign a substance to a group if a MOA can be identified for
that chemical, e.g. a specific ligand–receptor interaction
constituting a molecular initiating event (MIE) and leading
to a shared toxicological concern.[67c] In order to focus
testing on the MIE, connectivity mapping[75] or other
approaches can be used to tailor in vitro assays to a
particular chemical class, and although the applicability
domain may be reduced, increased efficiency or accuracy
can be attained. One example would be endocrine activity,
in which HTS in vitro testing with connectivity mapping
resulted in groups of chemicals that were each similar in
terms of their behavior as agonists or antagonists to specific
receptors.[69] Since cellular pathways do not act in the same
manner in all cells, a minimum requirement for grouping
purposes is that the justification of similarity is derived from
the same assay with same cell line and receptors for all
compounds to be assessed on the mechanistic level.[69]

Big data approaches furthermore enable the generation
of data covering more diverse chemical compositions.
Luechtefeld and co-workers approached the question of
how many chemicals need to be known to assess by grouping
and read-across all other chemicals.[45b] The specific example
performed a pairwise comparison of each of 33383 sub-
stances with no data to each of 1387 chemicals with known
data from Annex VI of the REACH legislation. An
automated nearest neighbor prediction (also termed RA-
SAR for read-across-based structure–activity
relationship[45b]) thus identified for a specific CLP data gap
the closest neighbor that was negative and the closest
neighbor that was positive in this classification. A random
selection from the list of 1387 chemicals indicated that less
than 25% of the 33383 chemicals remain unassigned, with
600 chemicals available for read-across (Figure 7). The
present example used only structural similarity, and adjusted
the required similarity to the level of reproducibility of the
in vivo OECD test guidelines.[45b] The read-across of CLP
classifications is highly relevant to the Green Deal’s
GARM, without further differentiation currently.[76] How-
ever, Luechtefeld and co-workers also demonstrated that
the balanced accuracy of the structure-based approach can
be improved from 70–80% to 80–95% when additional
toxicological information is incorporated in a “data fusion
RASAR”. In their initial approach, the additional informa-
tion consisted of CLP data from other health hazards, but
potential HTS testing approaches would also be feasible.

In another implementation, Shah et al. developed the
freely available Generalized Read-Across (GenRA) soft-
ware package that infers missing data by interpolation from
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the nearest neighbors. Interestingly, the determination of
the nearest neighbors can be based either on distances in
chemical structure descriptors or by distance in extrinsic
properties, such as experimentally measured bioactivity data

or both.[45c] The GenRA can then predict either categorical
data such as CLP data or continuous endpoints such as LD50

toxicity. Also the ChemBioSim software package combines
intrinsic descriptors of structural similarity with extrinsic
descriptors of bioactivity to predict in vivo genotoxic
(MNT), hepatic (DILI), and cardiological (DICC) issues.[77]

The diverse class of petroleum substances was success-
fully grouped by high-content imaging and high-throughput
transcriptomic analysis of cells exposed to solubilized
extracts. Grimm et al. observed a high degree of correlation
between ToxCast bioactivity profiles and physicochemical
properties, as well as improved groupings when intrinsic
structure and extrinsic biological activity were combined.[78]

Challenges and opportunities in big data approaches
were reviewed by Richarz and are relevant to both the
formulation of a hypothesis and the justification of inclusion
or exclusion.[62a] Building models on a broader data basis
increases the applicability domain of the hypothesis[79] and
also generates the read-across source data that is essential as
demonstrated in Figure 7. However, data comparability
(Figure 8)[62a] may be the most critical challenge to the use of
big data approaches for grouping. Making sense of the
multidimensional HTS data requires extensive data interpre-
tation and expertise in computational toxicology;[80] often
reduction e.g. via visualization, principle component analy-
ses, or wherever possible AOPs, for a better understanding
of the complex data involved is needed. The challenges of
variability (of the assay) are exacerbated by variability of
the test item, where Richarz mentions nanomaterials, which
are inherently polydisperse in particle size and other proper-
ties, but the same applies to polymers, which are by
definition polydisperse in molar mass.

This may present a considerable challenge with the
upcoming registration of large numbers of polymers for
REACH.[76] Approaches to the grouping of nanomaterials
are reviewed in Section 2.4. Richarz also noted that HTS-
based NAMs could be validated directly by epidemiology
(without conventional animal testing). This would address

Figure 7. Read-across (RAx) of CLP classification: Two substance lists
of 33383 substances (European Inventory of Existing Commercial
Chemical Substances [EINECS]), representing here chemicals with no
data, and 1387 chemicals (Annex VI of the CLP legislation) are used,
representing chemicals with labels. EINECS compounds are repre-
sented in blue and ANNEX VI Table 3.1 compounds are in red. At the
start, none of the 33383 has neighbors with data. When an increasing
number of chemicals are chosen from the 1387-chemical list, more and
more chemicals find neighbors indicated by the contraction of dots
linked by Jaccard similarities. The number of neighbors is symbolized
by the size of red dots. Edges represent similarities between EINECS
compounds and Annex compounds. Reproduced from ref. [45b] under
Creative Commons BY-NC, © The Author(s) 2018. Published by Oxford
University Press on behalf of the Society of Toxicology.

Figure 8. Challenges and opportunities of big data approaches, redrawn after Richarz.[62] Specifically for grouping, data comparability is the most
critical challenge, and the expansion of the chemical space is the most valuable opportunity. Additionally, wherever big data helps to identify a
pattern, it can motivate a hypothesis of grouping, and the increased weight of evidence and greater statistical robustness can strengthen the
justification of grouping.
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an interesting way forward as it places emphasis on risk
assessment instead of hazard assessment, because both
exposure of the individual as well as the internal exposure of
target sites could be used as steps of the validation
process[62a]

2.4. Two Ongoing Challenges: Nanomaterials and Polymers

Nanomaterials challenge chemical regulations—and group-
ing approaches— owing to their existence in several forms
of the same substance that differ at least in their size, with
each form additionally being polydisperse (having a distribu-
tion) in size. In the EU, nanomaterials are defined for
regulatory purposes as the form of a substance that contains
more than 50% of the particles in the size range 1 to
100 nm.[81] The consideration of the physical structure, in
addition to the chemical structure, adds a further layer of
complexity due to the numerous descriptors of the nano-
material that potentially justify a grouping hypotheses: Just
as examples, the band gap of semiconductor nanomaterials
and more specifically the electrochemical potential of the
conduction band may be linked to induction of biological
oxidative damage,[82] the size may be linked to systemic
uptake,[83] and the covalently bound surface treatment, and
the adsorption to proteins may be linked to cellular
recognition and endocytosis.[84] Two decades of intense
global research gravitated around various specific aspects:[85]

Was the chemical substance of the essence or were the
physical size, shape, crystallinity more important?[86] What
was the correlation with in vivo endpoints and ultimately by
the predictivity for adverse effects on human health?[87]

Could alternative methods that use in vitro screenings and
“functional assays” that measure the interaction of the
nanomaterial be used for justification of grouping?[88]

Decision trees were among the OECD approaches to the
grouping of nanomaterials.[89] A decision tree reduces
ambiguity and reduces the number of potentially relevant
grouping criteria. The revised REACH regulation (2020)
placed the focus on decision-making based on the chemical
substance, particle size, shape, and surface treatment as the
properties that define the boundaries of a registration
dossier.[81] The ECHA guidance prioritized primarily de-
scriptors of behavior and interaction to justify grouping,
such as the propensity to aerosolize by occupational
handling (dustiness), or the solubility and dissolution rate,
biological reactivity, dispersion stability, and more.[90] No
guidance was provided on valid and accepted methods nor
on decision criteria. For registration of sets of similar
nanoforms, ECETOC NanoApp filled this gap by providing
a freely available digital tool to guide registrants to methods,
and to process resulting data by comparing the similarity of
the different nanoforms in a simple x-fold algorithm with
predefined quantitative decision criteria (Figure 9). Consid-
ering the inherent polydispersity of nanoforms with distribu-
tions in their defining properties, the NanoApp allows a
simplified Tier 1 (Figure 9) decision when the distributions
overlap, e.g. when the mean size differs less than 1.5-fold,
but the typical polydispersity is about 50%, any clear

distinction between the different nanoforms is difficult.[91]

For less similar nanoforms, Tier 2 would require the
measurement and pairwise comparison of extrinsic proper-
ties and in vitro assays (Figure 9). But also in Tier 2, criteria
of acceptable similarity are predefined in the NanoApp and
come to grouping decisions without expert judgement.

The GRACIOUS grouping framework went a step
further to justify endpoint-specific grouping and provided a
logical and science-evidenced approach to group similar
nanoforms, allowing read-across of hazard information from
source nanoforms (or non-nanoforms) with adequate hazard
data to target nanoforms that lack such data.[92] The GRA-
CIOUS framework guidance[93] and digital blueprint[94]

provided support to the user to generate a grouping
hypothesis that encompasses the relevant physicochemical
characteristics, route of exposure, and hazard endpoints.
Integrated Approaches to Testing and Assessment (IATAs)
are then used to gather the existing information needed to
justify the grouping hypothesis, and to guide the generation
of new data to fill data gaps. The IATAs consist of decision
trees, possible tiered testing strategies (e.g.[95]), and guidance
on standardized methods. If sufficiently similar, the data can
then be used to support grouping and RAx. A re-analysis of
the most frequently used decision criteria in all IATAs
confirmed the prioritization of properties of the NanoApp
as well.[96] However, only recently it was discussed and
demonstrated how important it is to crop data to the
biologically relevant range before applying similarity analy-
sis (Figure 10).[49] Although developed on descriptors of
nanomaterials, e.g. dissolution rate or surface reactivity, this
concept is transferable to other grouping aims, where the
pairwise distance of two chemicals should be set to zero if
both have values beyond the biologically relevant range,
which can be defined by controls or representative test
materials (RTMs).[94] Examples include very slowly dissolv-
ing materials and very low toxicity materials, such as the
PSLT category.[97] Nanoform grouping across substances was
not specifically addressed by the current ECHA
guidance,[90,98] but grouping across substances is explicitly
considered by the REACH legal text.[81] The comparison
and potential grouping across substances was explored by
NIOSH.[87] Health Canada developed a prioritization of

Figure 9. Data to substantiate similarity of nanoforms, as proposed by
ECETOC.[91a] For each of the properties listed above, potential tests and
quantitative thresholds for sufficient similarity were specified.
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nanomaterials that first grouped by substance, and then
assessed exposure, intended use, properties, and toxicity,
hence a balanced mix of descriptors relevant to risk
assessment.[99] Regarding the relevant properties, the con-
cept referred to the intrinsic and extrinsic properties
selected in the ECETOC grouping scheme, which is
consistent with the more recent NanoApp (Figure 9).[100]

Also polymers are by definition polydisperse, and many
of them will have at least partially overlapping molar mass
distributions. Only some polymers exist as solid and
insoluble particles,[101] and may then fulfill the criteria of the
ECHA restriction of intentionally produced primary
microplastics.[102] Other polymers are not microplastics but
may still change their form during different lifecycle stages,
e.g. by dissolution, swelling, or degradation. But in either
case, polymers are generally not present as monoconstituent
substances, but as complex polymer products consisting of
the polymeric substance (polymeric macromolecules), inten-
tionally added substances (IAS; e.g. stabilizers), and non-
intentionally added substances (NIAS; e.g. impurities).[103]

Since the exemption of polymers from REACH registration
will be gradually revoked, the number of polymers that will

require assessment was estimated to exceed 100000,[104] and
here risk assessment by grouping will be even more crucial
for polymers than for any other class of substances. Only the
OECD concept of “polymers of low concern” (PLC)
constitutes an established group of polymers; PLC are
delimited by one-sided cut-off criteria on molar mass (no
bioavailable components), reactive groups (none), charge
(no cationicity), and biodegradability (none, hence no need
to assess degradation products),[105] and may contain most
polyolefins and other plastics with low NIAS concerns.
Further proposals on a general approach towards polymer
grouping have been made.[95] This include examples on
polymer classes such as polyether polyols that may form a
category with systematic scaling of properties.[106] However,
for assessing polymers at all, there is no consensus on the
properties to be assessed[104] and method applicability.[107]

3. Grouping beyond the Generation of Hazard
Information

3.1. Toxicological Threshold of Concern (TTC)

The threshold of toxicological concern (TTC) is considered
to be a pragmatic risk-based approach that has gained
traction over the past decades.[108] It is used, e.g. for safety
assessments for which there may be limited toxicity data
available. The TTC concept relies on establishing a human
exposure threshold for substances, below which there is a
very low probability of harming human health. Threshold
values are based on toxicological information, endpoint, and
potency of a large set of substances. This mandates that
these databases are curated to contain adequate and
relevant data of high quality.

The TTC was originally developed for substances found
in low levels in consumer foodstuffs. The European Food
Safety Authority (EFSA) adopted a guidance document in
2019 describing the use of the TTC concept in food safety
assessments.[108b] Cramer and co-workers[109] classified organ-
ic chemicals into one of three classes (Table 3): Later, these
three classes were amended by two groups: substances with
structural alerts for genotoxicity[110] and neurotoxicity due to
inhibition of choline esterases.[111] As such, the TTC can be

Figure 10. Limitations to the application range. The range of descriptor
values that is measurable and the biologically (or environmentally)
relevant range may not map onto each other perfectly. Understanding
of this relationship helps to inform data ranges suitable for similarity
assessment of “where they go” and “what they do” for both analogue
approaches and for category approaches. Similarity assessment is
possible and required only for an analogue approach within the overlap
of measurable and biologically (environmentally) relevant ranges—this
overlap defines the application range. Ideally, representative test
materials (RTMs) for the upper and lower limits are included in the
measurement of a candidate NF group. Redrawn after ref. [49].

Table 3: Grouping of substances for assigning thresholds of toxicological concern (TTC).

Description TTC
(μgkg� 1 b.w./
day)

Cramer Class I Substances of simple chemical structure with known metabolic pathways and innocuous
end products which suggest a low order of oral toxicity.

30

Cramer Class II Substances that are intermediate. They possess structures that are less innocuous than
those in Class I but they do not contain structural features that are suggestive of toxicity
like those in Class 3.

9

Cramer Class III Substances with chemical structures that permit no strong initial impression of safety
and may even suggest a significant toxicity.

1.5

Substances with struc-
tural alerts for ···

Genotoxicity 0.0025
Cholinesterase inhibition 0.30
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considered a type of grouping albeit not based on the typical
structural similarities found in other types of grouping
approaches.

The no observed adverse effect level (NOAEL) is a
scalar descriptor of potency; it describes the greatest
concentration or dose of a substance at which no adverse
effects are observed in a given experimental model or a
monitored human population. Munro and co-workers[112]

assigned 613 organic chemicals to the Cramer classes and
used 2941 NOAELs of non-cancer effects found in various
experimental studies with these substances to propose TTC
values for the Cramer classes. As a rule, the 5th percentile of
the most conservative NOAELs was selected, derived from
tests using the most sensitive species, sex, and endpoint. In
addition, a factor of 0.01 (a so-called “safety factor” of 100
to account for inter- and intraspecies variability in toxicoki-
netics and toxicodynamics) was applied to establish the final
TTC. The databases are constantly being updated which
expands the chemical space and allows the inclusion of
additional substances[113] i.a. for PFAS (Section 2.1)[114] and
with emphasis on specific toxicity endpoints.[110,115]

The original TTC was established for life-long oral
exposure. It has now been expanded to other exposure
scenarios: TTCs have been defined for occupational inhala-
tion exposure[116] and for cosmetics, which are topically
applied.[108a,117] However, far fewer dermal repeated-dose
studies have been conducted than oral. Therefore, no TTC
values based on the dermal route can be calculated, making
the oral TTC values still applicable. Dermal TTC were,
however, established for skin sensitization.[118]

The TTC is used in regulations of pharmaceuticals
(genotoxic impurities)[119] and food (flavoring and
packaging[120]). TTC as a pragmatic filter to deprioritize
testing needs for the REACH legislation has been proposed
but is not fully incorporated in its implementation.[121] A
similar—however, more limited—concept of grouping sub-
stances with a one-sided assessment is the PSLT concept
(poorly soluble particles of low toxicity).[122]

3.2. Grouping for Risk Management: Exposure and Control
Banding

Occupational Exposure Banding (OEB) is a tiered strategy
used in a workplace setting with the aim of informing the
selection of appropriate protective measures to ensure
worker safety (Table 4). OEB and control banding differ in
that control banding directly links the hazard to specific
exposure-based control measures. In contrast to other
grouping concepts, which use similarity of physical or
chemical properties of chemical substances to form groups
for a joint risk-assessment, OEB primarily uses hazard
information to inform risk management. It groups primarily
air-borne substances, for which no occupational exposure
limits (OELs) have been defined, into one of five distinct
groups (here called “bands”). This is achieved by taking
combinations of hazard-based information derived e.g. from
safety data sheets and linking it to exposure-based informa-
tion from other substances with a similar hazard profile and
classifying according to the severity of potential health
hazards associated with worker exposure to that substance
(Table 4). Since it is hazard based, OEB is also known as
“hazard banding”. Combined with data available on the
toxicity of the substance, a tiered approach can be used to
assign the substance to a range of concentrations (bands,
Table 4) thereby informing chemical risk management
decisions (Figure 11). A broad range of hazard endpoints
are assessed and the endpoint exhibiting the most severe
effects is used to assign the substance to an OEB. The
hazard phrases (H350 etc.) also reflect CLP classification, as
used in Sections 2.3 and 3.3. OEBs are not meant to replace
Occupation Exposure Limits (OELs) which are based on
detailed and specific risk assessments.[123–125] OEBs are
meant to derive exposure limits and with it risk mitigation
measures that ensure worker health and thereby provide an
interim solution until an OEL can be provided.[126]

3.3. Emerging Examples of Grouping for Risk Assessment and
Restriction

The capacities for toxicological research and risk assessment
are limited. ECHA uses grouping for prioritization of
substances which require further regulatory action. Initial,

Table 4: NIOSH Occupational Exposure Banding and COSHH/HSE group of hazards that have adequate control (step 1).[105]

Occupational
Exposure Band

A B C D E

Particulate matter/dust [mg/m3] NIOSH >10 >1 to 10 >0.1 to 1 >0.01 to 0.1 <0.01
Particulate matter/dust [mg/m3]
COSHH

>1 to 10 >0.1 to 1 >0.01 to 0.1 <0.01 –

Gas/vapor [ppm] NIOSH >100 >10 to 100 >1 to 10 >0.1 to 1 <0.1
Gas/vapor [ppm] COSHH >50 to 500 >5 to 50 >0.5 to 5 <0.5 –
Allocation of H-phrases (step 1 of
COSHH)

H304, H315,
H319, H336,
EU66

H302, H312,
H332, H371

H301, H311,
H314, H317,
H318, H331,
H335, H370,
H373, EU71

H300, H310,
H330, H351,
H360, H361,
H362, H372

H334, H340,
H341, H350,
EU70
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putative group members are identified by chemical similarity
and profilers of the toxicological endpoint to be addressed;
then the grouping is manually refined based on further
information and assessment.[127] ECHA’s Integrated Regu-
latory Strategy aims to speed up data generation, identifica-
tion of groups of substances of concern, and regulatory
action. It uses initial grouping to clarify which substances
are a high priority for further regulatory risk management
or data generation, and which are currently a low
priority.[128] The number of chemicals screened has increased
from around 200 per year to 1900 by initial grouping
according to informal estimates.[129] The “restriction road-
map” of the EU defines groups of substances, e.g. PFAS
(Section 2.3), medium-chain chlorinated paraffins, substan-
ces containing PAH, bisphenols (Section 2.3), pyrazoles,
ortho-phthalates, acrylates, and methacrylates. This group-
ing is intended as an interim approach to prioritize
restrictions until a GARM is fully implemented.[130]

The EU-funded project HBM4EU identified groups of
priority substances for human biomonitoring.[131] These were
identified in three subsequent prioritization processes. The
selection criteria are complex and are not based entirely on
scientific evidence but also include support of EU policy
making. Criteria include concerns to human health, evidence
of human exposure, public concern, potential for innovation
of regulatory risk assessment, and open policy questions as
well as financial and technical feasibility of monitoring.[132]

The decision process involves surveys and expert judgement.
The individual substances within a group are divided into
four categories mainly based on the availability of human
biomonitoring data, its regulatory status, hazard informa-
tion, and the availability of analytical methods for biomarker
analysis.[133] The rationale for grouping substances can
include: the use of common analytical methods for detec-
tion; substances put to common uses; and/or substances that
exhibit similar toxicological profiles.[132] Each group identi-
fied by this procedure reflects several of the criteria; one
common criterion is predominant for some groups: There
are groups of structurally related substances (such “Aniline

family”, PAHs, or PFAs) with presumed common toxicity
mechanisms but also groups of structurally unrelated groups
of substances with common applications (such as flame
retardants, UV-filters, or pesticides), common physical
properties (such as aprotic solvents) or common origin (such
as mycotoxins). Grouping is not the focus of the HBM4EU
project, but it is an example of a complex grouping process
using various criteria to prioritize substances.

Humans are constantly co-exposed, intentionally or
unintentionally, to a multitude of substances. For pesticides,
active substances with common target organ toxicity and
toxicity mechanisms are summarized in so-called cumulative
assessment groups (CAG). Bräuning and co-workers[134]

proposed to additionally consider toxicokinetic effects for
the grouping of substances to predict mixture toxicity. The
proposed common kinetics groups (CKG) are defined using
inhibition and induction of xenobiotic-metabolizing enzymes
and transporter proteins as criteria.

The EFSA drafted a guidance document on criteria for
grouping substances into groups for risk assessment of
combined exposure.[135] The grouping procedure uses a
hierarchical approach and encompasses common AOPs and
common target organ toxicity. AOP information is consid-
ered to be the gold standard criteria to form assessment
groups. Whereas toxicokinetic information should not be
used in isolation for defining assessment groups, the
combination of toxicokinetic and toxicodynamic aspects
could provide a robust basis for grouping. Since there are
many possible combinations of substances, assessment
groups can be prioritized using a risk-based (i.e., hazard and
exposure) or a solely exposure-driven approach.

3.4. Chemicals Strategy for Sustainability (CSS), Generic
Approach to Risk Assessment (GARM) by Classification and
Labelling of Products (CLP)

Over the past two decades, the European Union has been
trailblazing chemicals legislations with regulations such as

Figure 11. Information on hazard (type of toxic effect and its potency) and exposure (external and/or internal exposure) is used to assess the
probability and magnitude of potential harm to human health (risk assessment). This information is used to devise protective measures (Risk
Management, such as warnings, personal protective measures or restriction and bans) to minimize the risk to an accepted level.
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Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of
Chemicals (REACH[136]), and most recently the European
Green Deal policy priority (EU GD[76]). The “Chemical
Strategy for Sustainability: Towards a Toxic-free Environ-
ment” (CSS) has taken the regulatory policy to a new
level.[137] The CSS is an element of the “zero pollution
plan”[138] and is a key component of the EU Green Deal. It
encompasses, amongst other aspects, banning harmful
substances from consumer products where possible, taking
the effects of chemical mixtures better into account, and
establishing a less complex “ one substance one assessment”
process for assessing hazards and/or risks of substances.
Currently, possible revisions to the REACH legislation to
accommodate the new requisites posed by the EU GD are
being impact-assessed by the Commission with a view to
making a legislative proposal by the end of 2022.[139]

Risk management to mitigate risks is one of the ultimate
goals of REACH and CSS. Grouping offers a way to swiftly
achieve this.[140] It informs the ECHA Integrated Regulatory
Strategy (Section 3.3) and provides a basis for possible
group restrictions. These restrictions can be implemented by
the generic approach to risk management (GARM; often
used synonymously with generic risk approach, GRA).
GARM uses hazard classes to derive risk management
measures. The European Chemical Industry Council (Cefic)
describes the GARM as “[…] an automatic trigger of pre-
determined risk management measures (e.g. packaging
requirements, restrictions, bans, etc.) based on the hazard-
ous properties of the chemical and generic considerations of
their exposure […]” whereby “[…] specific risk assessments
consider the hazard, the use of the substances and related
specific exposure scenarios for humans and the environ-
ment, and risk management measures are triggered based
on their outcomes […]”.[141]

Within risk assessments, the hazard and the risk (ex-
posure to the hazard) are considered (Figure 11). Although
the hazard (intrinsic property of the substance) remains the
same, risk can vary considerably, depending on the potency
(, i.e., how much of the substance is required to produce an
effect), how, where, how much of the substance one is
exposed to and how much of the substance is actually
absorbed and how fast it is eliminated from the body.
GARM is an relatively undemanding process, yet the risk
management is based on hazard and disregards other
relevant information to assess the risk to be managed.

Any simplifying approach—grouping of substances, clas-
sifying to hazard classes, or generic approaches to risk
management—offers the benefits of practicality and conven-
ience and bears the risk of unwarranted assessments. This
has been critically discussed: The German Federal Institute
for Risk Assessment (BfR) mentioned in a recent commen-
tary “[…] the more ‘pragmatic’ but at the same time less
scientifically sound such proposals are, the more can they be
expected to create conceptual incompatibilities and severe
problems for downstream regulation later on […]”.[142] And
van Dijk and co-workers concluded ”Politicians require the
simplification and standardization of risk assessments, but at
the same time, it is essential that the use and utility of novel
scientific findings are increased […]. There is an urgent need

to strengthen the utility of science for policy and to improve
the science–policy interface. […]“.[143]

4. Summary and Outlook

4.1. Lessons learned from existing grouping approaches

Most grouping approaches generate missing data on hazard
by acting as a prediction tool. The principle is similar to that
of the periodic table, which enabled the prediction of
hitherto unknown elements and their chemical properties
based on the electron structure, whereby this underlying
principle was only clarified in retrospect—the periodic table
was assembled by observation of physical and chemical
properties only. Sound grouping can initially be empirical
and does not always need to deliberate the underlying
principle. PAHs were initially grouped as carcinogens by the
same heuristics. Nonetheless, the grouping of PAHs, group-
ing of polyhalogenated aromatic hydrocarbons, but also
grouping of all asbestos fibers was only fully efficacious once
the common mechanism of the group’s specific toxicity was
established (Section 1, Section 2.1). This enabled quantita-
tive ranking of the substances within a group and the search
for substances at the verges or even beyond the defined
boundaries of the group, resulting in both guidance for
product development and relevant regulations.

Establishing the mechanism of toxicity—and with it the
grouping criteria—, polyhalogenated aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) and asbestos fibers required decades of research.
These timeframes are not practical for the grouping of the
many different substances needed for regulation and risk
management. Science and computational tools are now
readily at hand to do so, but questions remain: How much
evidence is needed, how comprehensive must a grouping
justification be, how detailed shall this be prescribed in
rules, and what are the demands on the science needed to
back predictions? Grouping and RAx are widely used
methods to fulfil information requirements of REACH.
Their application, however, was found to be deficient in
numerous cases (Table 2). Several of the early groupings
within the OECD program (Table 1) would now not be fully
acceptable for REACH according to the RAAF. While the
RAAF ensures a consistent assessment of RAx, it is also
highly demanding and requires a high level of certainty. Fit
for purpose groupings, which are deficient according to the
RAAF, can still be valid and useful for many purposes—
including some aims of REACH.

RAAF and other grouping guidances describe a limited
set of grouping criteria and above all, with structural
similarity being indispensable. This can err on two sides:
similar structures can cause dissimilar biological responses
(cf. activity cliffs, example of isomers of acetylaminofluorene
in Section 1) and structurally dissimilar substances can cause
the same biological response (cf. promiscuity of the AhR,
Section 1). An earlier review of lessons learned from RAx
of chronic health endpoints also concluded that similarity in
chemistry was often not enough justification, and instead
toxicokinetic and/or toxicodynamic similarity (especially
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similarity of metabolism) was essential and, if not known, a
driver of the overall uncertainty.[144] Modern grouping
concepts for nanomaterials use different criteria, including
external properties (functionality) of the substances. These
are arranged in tiered approaches. This allows for using the
data best fitting the substances under scrutiny and the
toxicity to be predicted. OECD guidance on grouping is
currently being updated to reflect experience gained, and by
including modern approaches to nanomaterials
(Section 2.4).[46,144]

Among the data to be included in the construction of
grouping justifications are so-called “big data” (Section 2.3).
These include use of data-rich methods (including data
generated on biological effects using Omics) for the
substance itself as well as use of the wealth of existing data
from other substances. Good knowledge of the applicability
and limitations of the test methods is therefore also key. The
most convincing grouping justifications are indeed those that
combine distinct intrinsic and extrinsic properties with big
data (Figure 3). This requires even more complex evalua-
tions of large data quantities, tiered approaches, and
decision trees—all of high quality. The main challenge will
then most likely be the high level of expertise needed to
understand and interpret the data. Oversimplification could
then well lead to less accurate predictions and/or less
acceptance.

Decision trees with pre-defined quantitative decision
criteria are well described for the new grouping approaches
for nanomaterials (Section 2.4): the properties of a sub-
stance to be used as a decision criterion, the numerical
threshold for the decision and the method to obtain the data
for this decision. This is largely also the case for traditional
well-elaborated groupings, such as those for PCBs or those
related to the fiber paradigm (Section 1). Others, such as
PSLT (Section 2.5) are established concepts, but the exact
criteria are still under discussion. Guidances on general
grouping of chemicals (Section 2.2) primarily provide just
that—a guidance—rather than decision trees with exact
decision criteria. Thus, those grouping decisions are ulti-
mately expert-driven rather than data-driven and qualitative
in nature.[45a] Grouping without data-based decisions accord-
ing to defined rules and criteria can lead to debatable
decisions—as highlighted by some of the examples in
Section 2.1.

The data to support and justify grouping can also be
questionable if provided by methods with limited accuracy.
Grouping concepts have not yet systematically implemented
the assessment of uncertainty, although several proposals
exist e.g.[45a, 145,146]. Estimating and reporting uncertainties of
a grouping and its justification allows judging its accuracy
and reliability. This entails caution when grouping substan-
ces with properties just above or below the thresholds of the
decision criteria. Yet, the confidence in the decisions made
should also lead to them being accepted, if generated using
the proposed criteria— without additional precautionary
principles then being implemented.

Toxic effects themselves are not an intrinsic property of
a substance, but the result of its interaction with biological
material, i.e., an extrinsic property (Figure 2, Figure 11).

Extrinsic properties which are closely related to the toxic
effect and the use provide good justifications for a grouping,
as they require good knowledge of the relation of sub-
stances’ external properties and their toxicity. The current
research on describing and characterizing AOPs with key
events (KE) and KE relationships (KER) is a step in the
right direction. Ideally, NAMs addressing KEs should be
used wherever possible, as these NAMs can be fit to
generate data to support and justify grouping. At the same
time, grouping and RAx are methods that also generate
toxicological data and hence are also regarded as NAMs.
Indeed, the use of NAMs, grouping, and next generation
risk assessment (NGRA) can be synergistic and hybrid
approaches are emerging (examples: nanomaterials,[147] for
cosmetics,[148] PFAS,[28] and ongoing research projects[149]).
The draft EFSA guidance sees AOP-based grouping as the
“gold standard”, but allows other criteria, such as a common
toxicological effect, both for group inclusion and
exclusion.[150] Quantitative considerations would require
quantitative AOPs (qAOPs), which is another focus of
current research,[151] that also needs to take internal doses
and biokinetics into account.[152] The true impact of
biokinetics is still an open question.

Current grouping concepts to generate hazard informa-
tion consider quantitative aspects when using category
approaches if there is a trend, i.e. a regular pattern of
change in a property among the substances of the category.
Analogue approaches demand a high degree of similarity of
target and source substances regarding quality (e.g. type of
toxic endpoint) and quantity (e.g. potency) of effects, each
with different decisions to be made. When the distinct
information on hazard is not needed, other grouping
approaches may be more suitable and possibly more
accurate for the “purpose”; for example, even the simple
classification of any substance with a pH of >11 as being
corrosive can be fit for purpose where exposure to skin or
eyes is anticipated, although the criterion is actually a one-
sided grouping based on an external property only.

Historically, hazard information derived from animal
studies was the tool for risk assessments used to ultimately
protect human health by risk management measures.
“REACH aims to improve the protection of human health
and the environment through the better and earlier identi-
fication of the intrinsic properties of chemical
substances.” [153] NAMs do not provide the same hazard
information as animal studies currently used in regulations
although some can lead to the same classification if
developed to do so. Yet, the historically used methodologies
may not be fit for purpose in the future. NAMs and/or
grouping provide information that could and should be
directly used for risk assessments or to prioritize substances
for individual assessment. Several applications of grouping
do exactly this: OEB uses grouping to devise risk manage-
ment measures limiting occupational exposure. HBM4EU,
EFSA, and ECHA use grouping to prioritize substances for
human biomonitoring, mixture assessment, and further
regulatory actions, respectively (Section 3). In contrast, the
proposed GARM, which is part of the CSS, will automati-
cally restrict or ban substances based on predefined hazards
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alone. Categorizing large groups of substances with initial
concerns based on broad criteria is an efficient way to
prioritize substances for future assessments, or as prelimi-
nary action (Section 3.1). However, the categorizing (or
grouping) may then not be sufficient to actually justify the
restrictions as they do not take exposure or potency into
account which are major aspects of risk and risk manage-
ment, i.e. may not be fit for purpose in this context. For that,
detailed assessments of the very specific substance or group,
and/or more scrupulous grouping schemes may well be
needed. A further aspect to consider: RAx and the increased
use of AOPs are used for various legislations, be it biocides,
food, and feed, ingredients used in cosmetic applications,
pharmaceuticals, or other chemicals, and not only in Europe
—but mutual acceptance is not a given. Thought also needs
to be given how to remedy this, e.g. by cross-sector and
cross-regional cooperations as are currently ongoing.

Grouping of substances for RAx principally focusses on
including specific substances which have not been tested for
specific toxic effects with the aim to obtain information
regarding this toxicity endpoint for that substance (Sec-
tion 2.2). To achieve this, rules and criteria must be defined
to demonstrate that the substance falls within the pre-
defined boundaries of the group. In contrast, grouping
approaches for prioritization and defining initial concerns
follow another principle—defining wide-ranging criteria to
include a substance to a group. Here rules and definite
criteria are needed to then exclude a substance from a
group. A process to determine whether or not the properties
of chemicals within a category fall within an appropriate
domain from which a reliable read-across prediction can be
made was introduced by Pestana et al.[154] Prioritization has
been used in the past to find less hazardous substances with
the same or similar technical applicability, for example
synthetic vitreous fibers instead of asbestos (Section 2.1),
with this principle being a central element of CSS: finding
the “right” chemicals by SSbD.[155] Unfortunately, regret-
table substitutions do occur if evaluations are not done
meticulously and with use of good science-backed
knowledge;[79] one example is the substitution of dichloro-
methane (a suspected carcinogen, category 2) as a brake
cleaner by the neurotoxic n-hexane. The substitution of n-
hexane by n-heptane, which does not cause this specific
neurotoxicity, is an example of a successful substitution (see
“activity cliffs” in Section 2). To reach the aim of CSS, to
better protect citizens and the environment, and boost
innovation for safe and sustainable chemicals, de-grouping
substances may be as important as grouping substances.

4.2. Future Grouping Approaches Require Key Components

Since the very beginning of grouping substances, “what is
similarity?” has been a key question. Grouping uses
similarity of known properties of substances (“source”
criteria) to predict previously unknown properties or
toxicities of a substance in question (target). We have
reviewed and discussed the similarity of substances in terms
of their impact on human health. Here, grouping is a tool to

aid risk assessment and ultimately minimize risks to human
health. As such, a change of thinking to grouping away from
hazard towards risk may be needed (Figure 11). This may in
turn necessitate shifting from focusing on qualitative data to
assessing more quantitative type data. Grouping is also key
when more efficient approaches are needed—be it for
constraints of time and resources or to reduce animal
testing. Acceptance of grouping for regulatory purposes
helps reduce animal testing but requires clear grouping
criteria, which in turn requires data targeting and/or
complying to these criteria. Unaligned timing and data
requirements can create uncertainty for regulatory decision-
makers and the public, as well as the industries developing,
producing, and using substances (e.g. Bisphenol A,
Section 2.1.[156] It is therefore critical that grouping is based
on solid scientific standards, is evidence-based, and the
principles applied coherently across legislations without
losing focus on the purpose and justification of the
grouping.[155, 157] In the past, grouping was primarily based on
qualitative approaches using structural similarities to predict
hazards. In meantime, valuable experience has been gained,
and the scope of grouping, criteria and justification tools
have further developed.: grouping can cover both hazard
and risk including quantitative assessments and grouping
can also incorporate multiple data including big data on
biological interactions. This makes grouping a more power-
ful tool; at the same time, this requires structured and well-
defined procedures. As stated by Mendeleev “I wish to
establish some sort of system not guided by chance but by
some sort of definite and exact principle.” Relevant and
clear guiding principles will, indeed, be needed for grouping
in the regulatory context. Based on the lessons learned,
certain standards need to be clarified and wherever possible
harmonized (Figure 12). These principles do not establish a
new framework, but amend and differentiate current
practices:

Figure 12. Ten principles of grouping, based on the lessons learned on
several substance classes.
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(1) Grouping should be based on solid scientific standards
and should be applied coherently across legislations.

(2) The grouping process should be transparent and
comprehensible for all stakeholders experienced in
grouping and the methodologies involved.

(3) The substances in a group should be identified within
technical means.

(4) The target of grouping should be clearly defined: a) for
all endpoints or a specific hazard or risk assessment,
b) qualitatively or quantitatively, c) to generate defini-
tive data or to identify initial concerns.

(5) The boundaries and the uncertainty associated with
the grouping should be quantified and described for
the methods providing the data towards the decision
criteria, the decision thresholds of the criteria as well
as the overall grouping decision, inclusion, or exclusion
of a substance.

(6) Grouping criteria should consider a) substances’ intrin-
sic and b) extrinsic properties, including c) interaction
with biological systems; this can amend and, in some
cases, overrule structural similarity.

(7) Grouping should use a pre-defined “fit for purpose”
decision tree including decision criteria and decision
thresholds, wherever possible. Intended use and ex-
posure primarily define the “fit for purpose”.

(8) Grouping should be justified by scientific data. The
relevance of the grouping criteria for a certain purpose
should be described as well.

(9) The data required to justify the assignment of a
substance to a group should be defined including the
method to generate these data.

(10) Likewise, data required to exempt substances based on
a) the grouping criteria or based on b) other relevant
properties should be defined.

Several of our principles reflect current regulatory
practice, and some are already addressed in more recently
issued guidances, such as the consideration of uncertainty
budgets in numerical values.[158] Some other of the above
principles are rarely implemented but would be highly
beneficial, such as the coherence across legislations, the use
of external properties,[90] the contextual information on
methods, the relevance of the intended use. The last
principle—the data-based exemption from grouping—is a
reaction to the “restriction roadmap” in the EU.[128] One
must consider that traditional grouping in toxicology aims at
filling data gaps by RAx, hence generating the information
needed to e.g. fulfill information requirements needed for
REACH registrations. In this, it replaces a specific exper-
imental study—in most cases an animal study. Results of
this grouping can then be used for informing decision
making for risk management. Consequently, accurate and
meticulous grouping procedures are necessary, as described
in guidance documents, e.g. the ECHA RAAF.

A profoundly different application of grouping is the
identification of initial concerns, as laid out, e.g. by the
“restriction roadmap” in the EU.[128] Also, the identification
of initial concerns has long been used for StageGate project
decisions during product development in industry, in other

words SSbD decisions. This grouping applies less strict
criteria and less precise procedures for the benefit of fast
and efficient grouping, which in turn requires less data. This
“initial grouping”—based on structure alone or screening
assays for a larger number of chemicals—targets prioritiza-
tion for further actions whereas the “grouping for RAx”
generates definitive (toxicological) data. Any candidate
substance identified as having no adverse effect in screening
will undergo further, more defined and relevant testing
during product development and also to fulfill regulatory
demands before entering the market. False negatives are
tolerable; they will be rectified later. False positives will
exclude a substance from further development and stop
what could have been a beneficial substance. Hence, screen-
ing assays just as “initial grouping” should be optimized for
few false positives, whereas definite studies and “grouping
for RAx” should avoid false negatives. This resonates with
the recommendations (9) and (10) and stresses their
importance.

Grouping has been most successful when a well-defined
property was used as the source criterion which is stringently
linked to an adverse effect (Section 2.1). More knowledge
on the association of substance’s properties with adverse
effects on human health and the environment has been
gained, thereby providing a sounder basis to select the most
relevant data. Moreover, initial groupings for regulatory
purposes can still evolve and mature into tiered testing and
grouping strategies, thus paralleling the screening strategies
for product development. Both aim for production and use
of substances that are safe and sustainable. Grouping will
help to achieve this more efficiently and reliably. This could
accelerate the innovative capacity for production and use of
chemicals that are safe for humans and the environment—
one of the most prominent goals of the CSS—by safe and
sustainable-by-design concepts.

As Mendeleev stated: “It is the function of science to
discover the existence of a general reign of order in nature
and to find the causes governing this order.” The periodic
table of elements represents an early yet very successful
grouping, which is still relevant for modern chemistry, and
future holds much in store in terms of grouping.
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CSS European Chemical Strategy for Sustainabil-
ity: Towards a Toxic Free Environment

DMPA Dipropylene glycol methyl ether acetate
ECETOC European Centre for Ecotoxicology and

Toxicology of Chemicals
ECHA European Chemicals Authority
EFSA European Food Safety Authority
EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
EU GD European Green Deal
GLP Good laboratory practice
GARM Generic approach to risk management
HBM4EU An European human biomonitoring project
HPV High production volume
HTS High throughput screening
HTT High-throughput toxicity (testing)
IATA Integrated approach to testing and assess-

ment
KE Key Event
MIE Molecular initiating event
MOA Mode of action
NAM New approach methodology (also non-ani-

mal method)
NF Nanoform
NGRA Next generation risk assessment
NIOSH U.S. National Institute for Occupational

Safety and Health
NOAEL No observed adverse effect level
OEB Occupational exposure banding
OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation

and Development
OEL Occupational exposure limit
OSOA One substance one assessment
PAH Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
PBT Persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic
PCB Polychlorinated biphenyl
PCDD Polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxin
PFAS Per- and polyfluoroalklyl substances
PSLT Poorly soluble particles of low toxicity
qAOP quantitative Adverse outcome pathway
QSAR quantitative structure activity relationships
RAAF Read across assessment framework
RASAR Read-across-based structure/activity rela-

tionship
RAx Read across
REACH Registration, evaluation, authorisation and

restriction of chemicals
SSA Specific surface area
SVHC Substance of very high concern
TCDD Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin
TEQ Toxic equivalency factors
TT21C Toxicity testing in the 21st century
TTC Threshold of toxicological concern
UVCB Substance of unknown or variable composi-

tion, complex reaction products or biological
material

vPvB Very persistent and very bioaccumulative
WHO World Health Organization
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